Abstract. A three-dimensional reconstruction method for simultaneous compensation of attenuation, scatter and distance-dependent detector response for single photon emission computed tomography is described and tested by experimental studies. 7 h e method determines the attenuation lactors recursively along each projection ray starting at the intersected source voxel closest to the detector. The method substracts the scatter energy window data from the primary energy window data for scatter compensation. The detector response is modelled to be spatially invariant at a constant distance from the detector. The method convolves source distribution with the modelled response function to compensate for the detector response. The Poisson noise is modelled by Poisson likelihood and smoothed by use of a non-uniform entropy prior to searching for the maximum ~1 posteriori probability solution. The method was tested using projections acquired from a chest phantom by a three-headed detector system with parallel hole collimators. An improvement was shown in image noire, recognition of abject sizes and shapes, and quantification of concentration ratios.
Introduction
One of the most important tasks in image reconstruction is quantitative accuracy in terms of object intensities, sizes and shapes. Quantitative accuracy in single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is impaired by a number of factors including noise, attenuation, scatter and detector response. The noise is a result of the limited number of detected photons. The attenuation (including absorption and deflection of primary photons due to Compton scatter) within the body lowers the number of primary photons detected, while the deflected or scattered photons, if detected, add undesirable counts to the data. The detector response to a point source in air vanes with distance from the detector and so causes different blurrings at different distances. Noise reduction and compensation for attenuation, scatter and detector response have been a research topic for nuclear medicine in the past two decades. These effects have previously been addressed both individually and in combination.
There have been a number of methods proposed to handle these problems individually. Only a few are listed as examples. The noise effect can be reduced either with low-pass linear filters (Lewitt 1983) or using non-linear regularizations (Censor 1983) . The attenuation can be effectively compensated given the attenuation map via either filtering methods (Bellini et al 1979 , Glick et al 1991 , Gullberg and Budinger 1981 , Tretiak and Metz 1980 or iterative methods (Chang 1978, Gullberg et al 1985 , Tsui et al 1989 . The problem of scatter may be mitigated by either deconvolution (1988) , Formiconi et a1 (1990) and Penney and King (1990) . The approach of Penney and King (1990) is valid only for uniform attenuating media. The other proposed unified methods have practical limitations associated wit? current computer memory and speed. One difficulty with the inverse approach of Floyd ef a / (1986) for fully 3~ reconstruction is the dimensions of the transform matrix. For example, to reconstruct an image array 64 x 64 x 32 from projections of64 x 32 acquired at 64 angles, the transform matrix requires approximately 70 Gbytes. The computational burden for tracing the Klein-Nishina formula (Liang et a1 1988) or tracing the projection rays within the scatter kernel (Formiconi et a/ 1990) for scatter compensation is very heavy. Even if a vcry simplc modcl of choosing 0 or 1 for the intersections of source voxels and projections rays were used in implementing the method of Liang el o! (:988), :hc hcovy compi;:atio-a! b.;rden renxins !Liexg e! a! !980a).
In this paper, the 3~ unified reconstruction method of Liang ef a / (1988) is modified to use a dual-energy-window subtraction approach (Jaszczak et a1 1984) and convolution technique (Nussbaumer 1981) for scatter compensation. This modification based on some approximations for scatter compensation is computationally efficient compared to the line tracing methods (Formiconi el a/ 1990, Liang et al 1988). The intersecting lengths of projection rays in voxels, which are more appropriate than 0 or 1, are used. Although some mathematical formulae have been presented in the reference of Liang et a1 (1989a), a comprehensive description is given in the following section.
Methods
In this section, the compensation for attenuation, scatter and detector response and the reduction for noise in SPECT reconstruction are described. The compensation is performed via the transform matrix ( R t j } (it is sometimes called the system response to a point source in the body):
where v, is the noise-free datum for projection ray i, 0 , is the average intensity for voxel J, I is the number of projection rays and J is the number of voxels. The value of R,, depends approximately on the intersecting length, I,, , of voxel j with projection ray i, the attenuation factor A, for voxel j along ray i, and the weights { C , , ) of the detector response kernel and T ofthe dual-energy-window subtraction: R =f(l, A, C , 7). It was mentioned in the previous section that the dimensions of matrix {R,,) are very large. The inversion is limited by computer memory and speed. An alternative approach is to compute each element R,, on-the-fly. Since { R , , ] is generally spatially variant due to object-dependent attenuation and scatter within the body and distance-dependent detector response, the computational burden to trace the contribution from voxel j to projection bin i, or vice versa, is very heavy. The convolution technique can reduce the computational time if it is applicable. This is one of the objectives of this paper. The noise reduction is considered via statistical modelling.
Compensation for attenuation
To determine the attenuation factors, perfect detector resolution is assumed. The 3~ reconstruction method computes the attenuation factors recursively along each projection ray starting at the intersected voxel closest to the collimator, as shown by Figure  1 . For each voxel, k, the attenuation factor, A,,, is computed by halving the attenuating length of that voxel and then adding to the previously accumulated attenuating length along the projection ray i starting from the intersecting point, which is represented by the closed circle closest to the detector:
where I*, is the average attenuation coefficient ofvoxel j . The intersecting lengths {Ig} are determined recursively by the method described by Siddon (19851, although alternative methods can be used to compute the lengths (Huesman er a1 1977, Gullberg er a1 1985). Note that the ray tracing approach may not be necessary for uniform attenuation compensation. 
Compensation for scatter
The scatter compensation approach is based on observations from experimental data. The experiment was conducted by scanning a 3.8 cm diameter sphere filled with radioactivity and placed at the centre of a chest phantom (its diagram is similar to figure 2 without the two spheres). The phantom consists of a non-uniform attenuating media (i.e. wood, nylon and water). Dual energy windows were used in data acquisitions (Jaszczak et a1 1984). Projections were acquired at 120 angles over 360". Figure 3 shows the one-pixel-wide projection profiles from the primary (left) and the secondary (right) energy windows. This projection was acquired at an angle where the non-uniform attenuating media were asymmetric with respect to the sphere. The profiles were at the level of the centre of the sphere and at a normal angle to the axis of the phantom. By observing all the projection profiles, we found that: (i) the tails of both the primary and secondary profiles were in general asymmetric and changed significaniiy at different projection angles; (ii) the tails of both the primary and secondary profiles were similar at each projection angle; and (iii) the central parts of the primary and secondary profiles were relatively symmetric at different angles. Observation (i) reveals that the scatter component in the primary energy window is spatially variant at a constant distance d and also at different distances, and so convolution is not applicable. Observations (ii) and (iii) suggest that the subtraction of photons of the secondary energy window from those of the primary energy window may be used for scatter compensation: 
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where YP and Y: are the data measured for projection bin i from the primary and secondary energy windows respectively. In moat casea, r=O.5 can be chosen to eliminate the asymmetrical tails of the primary profile. If the subtraction eliminates the scatter completely, the central peak of the primary profiles should be the same as those measured in air. The effect of the subtraction upon the central part of the primary profile will be discussed later.
-
Compensation for detector response
Since the detector response kernel, IC:}, for a point source in air is spatially invariant at a constant distance, d, from the detector surface, convolution of the source distribution, {o,}, with the kernel at the same distance d can be used to compensate for the detector response:
where y" is the noise-free contribution, i n air, from voxels at d to projection bin i.
As shown in Figure 4 , the convolution is represented by the contributions of the voxels to the bin i. Each voxel contributes to those bins within the area intersected by the cone and the collimator surface. Note that, for collimators with a flat surface, those bins within each intersecting area are the same distance from the corresponding voxel.
The weights or values of IC:} for those bins can be characterized as a Gaussian function with width dependent on d. The weights outside the intersecting area are zero. The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of Ci. can be obtained at the distance d by scanning a point source in air at that distance. The kernel {CG} is sometimes called the system response to a point source in air. The values {C;} include the geometric information of collimator holes, the intrinsic resolution of detector crystals, and the effect of collimator penetration. The geometric acceptance of collimator holes has been investigated (Tsui and Gullberg 1990) . If attenuating media are considered, the contributions from each voxel to those bins within the corresponding intersecting area are multiplied by the attenuation factors. To improve the computational efficiency, an assumption is made that, as shown in figure 5 , the attenuation factor Ai,c for voxel k and bin i' is the same as Ai,, where i represents the central bin. In other words, the attenuation factors are assumed to vary slowly within the acceptance angle of collimator holes.
The compensation for the three deterministic effects of attenuation, scatter and detector response can be summarized as follows: first the subtraction of dual-energywindow data for scatter is done before reconstruction using equation (3); then the recursive ray tracing of equation (2) and convolution of equation (4) are built into projection and back projection processes. During the projection and backprojection processes, the contribution of voxel k to a bin i' within the intersecting area or vice versa, as shown in figure 5 , is computed by the product of the intersecting length I,, of that voxel with ray i, the attenuation factor A, along ray i, and the weight Cpk associated with the bin i' at fixed d : the contribution from voxel k to bin i'=l;AA,C:k.
The assumption made previously for detector response compensation within attenuating media is used here to improve the computational efficiency. In other words, the contribution lixAik from voxel k t o bin i is spread out over those bins {i'} around the centre bin, i. The reduction for the undeterministic effect of noise is discussed below.
Modelling of Poisson noise
Since the photon detection noise of a Poisson nature is non-linear, a non-linear approach to minimize the noise may he appropriate. The Poisson likelihood has been widely applied in the maximum likelihood (ML) 
approach (Shepp and Vardi 1982):
where R, is an element of the transform matrix mentioned before and can be defined as the proability of detecting photons in projection bin i from voxel j . The assumption made in equation ( 5 ) is that each data element, X., For parallel ray geometry, the value R,J can be assumed to be proportional to the intersection length of voxel j and projection ray i, if the attenuation, scatter and detector response are neglected Gullberg 1974, Herman 1980 ). This assumption is adopted. The attenuation, scatter and detector response are approximated in R , by multiplying the intersecting length, / , , with the attenuation factor, A,j, and the convolution weight, C, :
where i' and i were defined in figure 5 . In practice, the proportionality factor is usually neglected for image display, because { a i } have to be scaled anyway. However, for quantitative evaluation of images, the factor must be considered and R,,, =f,l,A,Cj,j. The factor fa can be expressed approximately as: fa = (solid angle factor of detectors) x (efficiency of detector system)
x (normalization factor of lb).
Since {R,,} are real values continuously distributed over the interval [0, 11, the means { Z j R,oj} are continuous real values over [O, 00) In image restoration from blurred data and image reconstruction from projections, the spatial relations may be viewed as the correlations among nearby voxels along the projection rays due to the finite resolution of the detector system (i.e. the matrix R, is not diagonal dominant). There are many ways to impose additional constraints upon the solution (Tikhonov et RI 1977) . A natural way is to introduce an R priori model in searching for the maximum R posteriori probability ( M A P ) solution. Although a Gibbs-type prior can be adapted (Geman and Geman 1984) , here we use a very simple multinomial prior (Liang 1988): where p, = 6,/ N can be chosen and N = Z, 6, = Z, 0, is a constant. The R priori mean 5, for voxel j may be determined by the neighbourhood of voxel j (Liang et a/ 1989b) . The multinomial prior has the following properties: (i) it prohibits negative values of {o,}; (ii) it offers the opportunity to model neighbouring correlation of voxels via (6,); (iii) it is globally concave if the Stirling's approximation is used (Liang 1988) ; (iv) it requires X, 0 , = N being conserved; and (v) it is normalized. The drawback of this
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prior is the requirement that { o j ) be integers. This requirement imposes difficulty for theoretical analysis (the Stirling's approximation is necessary) and introduces a truncation error when the source values are real and small. For SPECT application, the truncation error is small. The multinomial or non-uniform entropy prior demonstrated effectiveness in noise smoothing and edge reservation (Liang et a/ 1988).
M A P approach via the expectation-maximization algorithm
The solution to be sought is determined by maximizing the a posteriori probability, P ( O l Y ) , or equivalently by maximizing the function 
g(O)=lnP(OIY)=lnP(YIO)+ln P ( O ) -l n P ( Y )
=
31
where the term independent from {o,) was omitted and a modified Stirling's approximation for In(oj!) was used (Johnson 1990 ). Although many numerical techniques can he employed to compute the solution which maximizes g(O), the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm described by The last term in equation (9) comes from the approximation of Jcik/dok = ( 4 -iik)/ 6,. The 6, for voxel k will he discussed later. If Gk<1, then Z',"'= 1. To eliminate the free adjustable parameter we introduced previously (Liang et al 1989c) , {Z',")} are normalized to the range (-0.5,0.5) after they have been computed using equation (9).
The exact MAP-EM algorithm is given by setting 6, = o',"+'). By such a choice, there is not a closed expression for OF+'' as a function of {R,,, op)), An approximation for 6, is needed. We tested the choice ck = o r ) and rejected it because it slows down convergence (Liang and Hart 1987) . A general expression of 6, = o~'+A(o'," '-o',"-'') was then used, which advances at n t h iteration toward ( n + 1)th iteration. Such a simplified MAP-EM algorithm or Bayesian image processing (BIP) algorithm is computationally efficient. Its convergence can he proved following the recipe given by Dempster et al (1977) . Since the adjustable parameter A = 1 cannot he determined theoretically, the choice for 6k can he further simplified as:
This choice has two advantages; (i) the terms on the right-hand-side (RHS) of equation (10) have been computed in equation (8); and (ii) the summation of {Ol,} can he used to normalize {o(kn+')) of equation (8) such that Z k 6 , =Z,o',"+').
Since in building up the multinomial prior of equation (7) ok was defined as the average photon number emitted from voxel k during the data acquisition period, the proportionality factorf, should he considered in computing Z',"' when R , of equation (6) is chosen. Since the significant terms of the RHS of equation (9) all contain the ratio &/&, the fa dependence is cancelled. An accurate value of fa for other less important terms is not necessary, andfa= (solid angle factor of detectors) x (Ifnumber of projection angles) may be used.
Implementation of the B I P algorithm
The implementation of the BIP algorithm of equations (8)-( IO) requires the attenuation map, the detector response kernel, and the effect of dual-energy-window subtraction upon the central part of the point source response in water.
The non-uniform attenuation map for the chest phantom of figure 2 was computer generated using the sizes given in that figure. The attenuation coefficients of wood, water and nylon were assigned as 0.004/voxel, 0.036/voxel and 0.043/voxel respectively (Gilland et al 1991). The generated map was then slightly smoothed to reduce edge effects.
The FWHMS of the detector response kernel { Ct} were measured using a low-energy, ultra-high-resolution, parallel-hole collimator for a line source (-1 mm in diameter) in air at different distances from the collimator surface. A few of them are listed in table I.
The effect of dual-energy-window subtraction on central peak widths was measured using a point source (-2.5 mm in diameter) in water. A detailed investigation on how many scattered photons are left in the central peak after the subtraction is beyond the scope of this work. The point source was placed at the bottom centre of a plastic cylindrical tank approximately 25 cm in-diameter. The collimator was on the top of the tank and a distance of 15 cm from the source. Water was then added to the tank such that there were different water levels between the source and the collimator. The measured FWHM for the different water levels (or depths), after dual-energy-window subtraction, are shown in table 2.
The FWHM of 9.4 mm at zero depth for the point source measurement should be very close to the FWHM of 9.1 mm for the line source measurement in air at lScm distance after subtracting the point source size in quadrature. The result was 9.0 mm after quadrature subtraction. The other FWHM for different water depths reflect the effect of dual-energy-window subtraction upon the central peak width of the point source response in water. This effect can be easily incorporated into the detector response convolution during image reconstruction with very little computation time (see Appendix). It is noted that the effect of this subtraction on the FWHM of the point source response is not significant. The implementation of the B I P algorithm of equations (8)- (10) was performed, as shown by figure 6 , by the following steps. (1) Storing a Gaussian response {Tyk} as a function of FWHM and the attenuation map into computer memory. When the distance d from voxel k to projection bin i is computed in reconstruction and the water depth between voxel k and bin i is estimated (see Appendix), then the FWHM of Tfk is obtained using the measured point source response in water after the dual-energywindow subtraction and the measured line source response in air. The response kernel T i with this obtained F W H M as stored in computer memory is then read in for convolution. (2) Subtracting the samples of the secondary energy window from those of the primary energy window (equation (3)). (3) Setting the intial estimate of { o x } . (4) Looping the reprojection and backprojection processes, in each of the processes, tracing the attenuation factors for each voxe! k (see equation (2)) and computing the convolution contribution from each voxel k to the related projection bins or vice versa (see figure 5) . The attenuation factors and convolution contribution were computed on-the-fly. Since the B I P reconstruction is stabilized, the iterative process can be terminated after a finite number of iterations, say 50iterations.
The BIP algorithm was tested by reconstructing images from experimentally acquired projections of a chest phantom as shown by figure 2. The two 'lung' and 'hone' regions had no activity. The two same size spheres had the same amount of 99Tc" activity. The remaining region was filled with water containing '9Tc". The concentration ratio of the spheres and the 'water: background was measured to be approximately 3 to 1 by 8 dose ca!ibrator, n.ere were 120 prcjections acpulred epua!!y eye: 360". Each pr=iec. tion was a 128 x 128 array. Only the centre 64 axial slices were used to reconstruct an image array of 128 x 128 x 64. The primary energy window was centred at 140 keV with 20% width. The secondary energy window was centred at 108 keV with 35% width. The scan orbit was an ellipse. A Trionix three-headed SPECT scanner was used with 
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Simultaneous compensation for SPECT reconstruction 597 low-energy, ultra-high-resolution, parallel-hole collimators. The detector system and the dual-energy-window setting were the same as that used in the point source scanning described above. The total counts from the primary energy window were about 20 million and from the secondary energy window were about 14 million.
Results
The results obtained by compensating attenuation only, then with scatter subtraction using the ML-EM algorithm (Shepp and Vardi 1982) and filtered backprojection (FBP) method (Budlinger and Gullberg 1974, Herman 1980) , were compared with those results obtained using the unified B I P algorithm with and without considering the a priori information P(0). The computation time was about 2.5 h for one iteration on a Stellar computer GS/1000. It required about 30 Mbytes computer memories to run the reconstruction program. Most of the memories were used by the large image arrays and input data. Figure 7 shows the cross sectional images (see figure 2) , through the centres of the spheres, reconstructed using the ML-EM algorithm (i.e. set Z p ' = 0 for equation (8) if the a priori information P ( 0 ) is neglected) after 25 iterations. The top image was reconstructed with attenuation compensation only. This 25th iterated image was the best one as compared with those iterated from first iteration to 50 iterations by visual judgment. After 25 iterations the image became noisier. Thus a total of 25 iterations was chosen for the ML-EM algorithm in this imaging case. The middle image was obtained after 25 iterations with compensations of attenuation and scatter (i.e. the presubtraction of dual-energy-window acquisition). The bottom image considered the additional compensation of detector response (i.e. the convolution with the kernel T $ ) . The curves are the profiles crossing the image centre vertically from top to bottom.
The top and middle images of figure 8 were obtained using the FBP method with a Hann filter of 0.5 cycles/pixel (or Nyquist frequency). This method offers the advantage of fast computation. The top one was compensated with attenuation only (Liang 1991) . The compensation for non-uniform attenuation was performed in a similar manner to the method described by Chang (1978). The middle one was compensated with additional scatter subtraction. The curves have the same meaning as those of figure 7. The bottom image of figure 8 was reconstructed using the B I P algorithm (i.e. equation (8) with Z Y ' Z 0 for noise smoothing) after 5 0 iterations, which was compensated for the three effects simultaneously. Further iterated images were similar to this one. Both the bottom images of figure 7 (i.e. M L image) and figure 8 (i.e. B I P image) showed an improvement in identifying the object size and shape (i.e. the three circles of 'bone' and sphere regions). This improvement is due to the compensation of the detector response. The noise was reduced in the B I P image as compared with the M L image.
For quantitative comparison of object intensities within the reconstructed images, the intensity ratios between the objects and the background were tabulated using the cross sectional images of figures 7 and 8. The sizes for the regions-of-interests were chosen slightly smaller than the actual sizes of the 'lungs', 'bone' and 'spheres'. The intensity ratios between the 'lung' and the background, and the 'bone' with the background should be zero. The intensities of the two spheres (one was at the centre and another was near the edge) should be the same. The ratio between each sphere and the background should be approximately three. As shown by table 3, an improvement in quantification of intensity ratios within the BIP reconstructed image is possible.
Conclusions
A 3~ unified reconstruction method for simultaneous compensation of attenuation, scatter and detector response for SPECT has been presented. The method was tested by experimental phantom studies. This method may improve quantification of the isotope concentration and recognition of the object sizes and shapes in reconstructed images, at least for objects of increased intensity levels compared to the background. For clinical application, implementing the method requires the attenuation map. Although the measurement for the point source response in air and water is very time consuming, the measured data should be the most accurate. The convolution approach for distance-dependent detector response can be applied to positron emission tomography. Although the method was implemented for parallel beam geometry, it is theoretically straightforward to extend to cone beam geometry (Liang et al 1988, Zeng et al  1991) . It may be easier to specify an apriori model in image space for a MAP approach to suppress noise while preserving edges (or resolution), as compared to specify a filter in frequency space for a f m approach. However, if the a priori model is not appropriate, MAP can significantly decrease resolution and generate distortion in reconstruction. Since the non-uniform entropy prior does not assume any specific knowledge about the image structure (e.g. piecewise contiguous image) and the implementation of the BIP algorithm does not require any free adjustable parameter, the M A P approach described in this paper is generally applicable in practical solutions.
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